
Can we include the CLK curriculum in the national online database under a password
protection of some sort?

Is more curriculum in the process of being developed?

If so does collegiate 4H participate in that development?

How long does the training last and what does it cover?

With $125 subscription how many  CD's can collegiate 4-h have, is there any other
materials we receive?

Can clubs get trained outside of national conference?

If yes, where and how do we get more CD's?

Are there any studies that have been released in regards to the success of the CLK curriculum?

Where are suggested sources of information regarding CLK and the consortium located?
When did Collegiate 4-H officially receive the CLK CD's from the consortium?

When were the CD’s distributed to the rest of NAB?

When were the CD’s distributed to the general membership?

Once trained, are collegiate 4-h members able to train other collegiate 4-h members only,
or 4-h, cooperative extension, and or any other collegiate organization?

Can we offer workshops based around the material in CLK to people outside of the
collegiate 4h organization?

How much will it cost collegiate 4-H the first year and the following 5 years to
participate in the consortium, while considering, trainer cost to allow any and every club
to benefit from the program?

How many Ag consortium meetings have been attended by a collegiate 4H representative?

What was the agenda of the Ag Consortium conference, what was discussed, and can a
copy of the by-laws be posted on collegiate4h.org?

Who is the contact for collegiate 4H within the Ag Consortium?

Is there any obligation collegiate 4h must fulfill by being a member of the consortium?



Besides use of the CLK curriculum is there any other benefits from membership in the
consortium?

How are we to evaluate our progress if we utilize the CLK curriculum?

Considering the national website, the strategic plan, the national constitution,
recruitment, and collegiate 4-H's future as a national organization does CLK benefit any
of the current issues (Constitution, Strategic Plan, National Website, National Service
Projects of Emphasis, any other current projects of the national collegiate 4h
organization) and does collegiate 4-H have the resources to pursue something else?
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